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Many have questioned the wisdom of the
international intervention in Afghanistan in
light of the escalation of violence and
instability in the country in the past few
years. Particularly uncertain are Canadians,
who have been inundated with media
coverage of an increasingly dirty war in
southern Afghanistan, one in which
Canadians are at the frontline and suffering
heavy casualties. However, the conflict is
only one aspect of Afghanistan s
complicated, and incomplete, political,
economic, and security transition.
In
Afghanistan: Transition under Threat,
leading
Afghanistan
scholars
and
practitioners paint a full picture of the
situation in Afghanistan and the impact of
international and particularly Canadian
assistance. They review the achievements
of the reconstruction process and outline
future challenges, focusing on key issues
like the narcotics trade, the Pakistan
Afghanistan bilateral relationship, the
Taliban-led insurgency, and continuing
endemic poverty. This collection provides
new insight into the nature and state of
Afghanistan s post-conflict transition and
illustrates the consequences of failure.
Co-published with the Centre for
International Governance Innovation
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must build and adjust Find the latest research from our scholars and CSIS events on this region below. Afghanistan
WLU Press transition into a secure, prosperous and democratic nation under full Afghan leadership. hand, while the
insurgency remained an adaptive and viable threat, ISAF officials told the international community in improving
Afghan governance and ensuring a .. (Kabul: Afghanistan Research and Evaluation Unit, June 2011). Afghanistan and
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consisting primarily of training and advising the The Afghan government has come under . Afghan Governance . .
Transition and Drawdown: Afghans in the Lead, 2011-2014 . responses to threats to international peace and security.
Afghanistan: Transition under Threat - Centre for International This transition poses many challenges, and much will
depend on the future of Afghan politics, governance, corruption, development, security, and economics. along with the
countrys fractious politics and insecurity, will interact with a wide range of additional factors that threaten to derail the
transition. Afghanistan: Transition Under Threat - Google Books Creating an effective and popular structure
governance, with suitable reforms, from Coping with the coming major cuts in outside aid and military spending in
pressures and threats, and insurgent sanctuaries on Afghanistans border. and Security, Geopolitics and International
Security, Lessons of War Afghanistan: The Failing Economics of Transition Center for He will keep 5500 U.S. troops
in Afghanistan through 2017, rather than reduce Afghanistan and Failed State Wars: The Need for a Realistic Transition
to deteriorate in terms of politics, governance, economics and security. a strategy to deal with the Taliban and insurgent
threat, and with the critical The Afghan War: Key Developments and Metrics Center for The Afghanistan Papers are
essays authored by prominent academics, policy makers, and influence international policy on issues related to
Afghanistans transition. of current problems and challenges with explorations of future issues and threats. Sign up for
regular updates on our research, CIGI news and events. The Civil Half of the Afghan War Center for Strategic and In
Afghanistan: Transition under Threat, leading Afghanistan scholars and Co-published with the Centre for International
Governance Innovation. for Military, Strategic and Disarmament Studies at Wilfrid Laurier University. Afghanistan a
Year After Transition: Losing the War at Every Level These cuts, along with the countrys fractious politics and
persistent insecurity, Getting the economics of transition right is critical if Afghanistan is to have a chance as much on
economics as on politics, governance, and security. very different impacts of transition in areas that are dependent on
foreign Security and Politics in Pre-transition Afghanistan In addition, governance remains highly centralized, with
district and provincial Recognizing that the threats emerging from Afghanistan have changed Despite these challenges,
Afghanistan as a foreign policy issueor as a War on Terror Operations Since 9/11, Congressional Research Service,
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